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The Inexhaustible Alps
J. Sanseverino

For over a century both British and Continental climbers have been bewailing
the fiction that the Alps are exhausted. This frequently-usedjocoserious expression,
probably first employed by a pioneer in a momentary fit of pique, I has not only
helped to engender in Alpestrians a cynical lassitude, the so-called Club
Syndrome,2 but also to encourage the publication of pessimistic articles in a
number ofdistinguished mountaineering journals. Exhaustive enquiries, made
both above and below the snow-line, reveal two other causes. One is the con
fusion and ignorance produced by the omission or scarcity ofhistorical details in
an ever-increasing number of modern guide-books.3 The other, particularly
shameful, is the belief that unclimbed routes and uncrossed cols on mountains
below- say - 31 DDm are unworthy ofattention. Reference is, ofcourse, made to
the less-frequented ranges ofAlps and not to the exploited and much-hammered
Dolomites or other comparatively low but popular districts where queueing for
direttissime is now de rigueur. Fortunately, there are still many climbers who treat
the lesser peaks with the respect they deserve. Needless to say, these sometimes
unimportant-looking mountains, usually far from the flesh-pots of civilised
centres, are often more difficult and toilsome than their loftier neighbours.

To allude, nowadays and in certain parts of the Continent, to first ascents and
passages is unwise as it occasionally provokes an uncivilised display of emotion.
The outburst, usually ofa quasi-political nature, and particularly grating when
vociferated in the local patois, is invariably directed against the opulent English
milords of the last century. These elegant oromaniacs, they exclaim, not only
exploited their Welsh and Yorkshire miners but also took advantage of the
favourable foreign exchange rates, not to mention the sovereigns in their haver
sacks, to rob - metaphorically, of course - the Alpine countries of their most
valuable assets. If routes facing the south or the west are mentioned, these
pessimists unhesitatingly accuse the Italians of gay violation and the French of
gallant despoliation. As for routes facing the east or north, our lamenters will
point to the Austrians or Germans who, they claim, festooned the noblest 'walls'
with coloured ropes before the war. It is pleasing to record, however, that
international respect for Helvetian neutrality has, so far, dissuaded even the most
untactful from railing against the engineering achievements of the Swiss. Olempora,
o mores!

In 1898, Coolidge wrote: '... The more I travel, and the more I read, the more am I
amazed at the amount lift in the Alpsjor our successors 10 explore and enjoy . .. ,4 Coolidge's
statement, albeit quaint, is still valid today. One has only to examine the recent
Alpine periodicals - and there are a prodigious number - to realise that it is
time to put an end to the reproach that the Alps are exhausted. Indeed, to list all
Alpine new expeditions made between - say - 1978 and 1982 would, very
probably, require an entire volume of the AlpineJoumal.
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Many years ago, I commenced a study of'possibilities' or, as I liked to call it, a
search for the new Elysium. This pleasant pastime, however, was destined to
remain unfinished. As my inquiry progressed, more and more new routes and
uncrossed cols of every degree of difficulty revealed themselves. By 1970, if I
remember correctly, I had listed approximately nine hundred new routes and
about seventy virgin passes - and all those priceless gems came from a compara
tively small area ofour exhausted Alps! As the reader can imagine, these revelations
were quite overwhelming. Like Dante when he emerged from the Inferno, I was
filled with a sense of light. Alas, that moment of bliss soon gave way to one of
dejection when I realised, with consternation, that I was rapidly approaching
late middle-age, that period oflife when the names ofcertain protuberances, like
Box Hill or Gornergrat, have an ominous meaning. It was also obvious that the
task I had set myselfwas almost an endless one. I then decided to start afresh but
with this difference: to concentrate my research on a particular range only. For
this purpose, I chose the popular and presumably exhausted Mont Blanc chain.
As I anticipated - for I had grown experienced and also much hardened against
agreeable surprises - I found that, although new and sometimes important
routes were regularly made, the future situation, from a new expedition's point of
view, was most satisfactory. Of the thousands of parties who annually disport
themselves upon its more celebrated crags, only a few seemed to deliberately
stray from the beaten track. According to my recent findings (1982), there should

be a sufficiency ofgood things left by AD 2000 to give our successors, if they are so
inclined, a highly pleasant form of chronic indigestion. At this point, readers
should not take it amiss if I remind them that half the pleasure in making a new
climb is in its discovery after a period ofresearch. To provide applicants with lists
ofunclimbed routes and uncrossed cols would, in my opinion, be tantamount to a
sacrilege.

Having vented my feelings in yester-year English and in so doing, I hope,
dispersed that dreary cloud of fiction which has, hitherto, exasperated and
confused a not inconsiderable number ofmountaineers, I should like to conclude
by making a daring prophecy. When the final variations or overhangs of our
exhausted Playground have been vanquished by bolt, laser or other guns, there
will still be places, certain austere but purer places, which fortuity has preserved
inviolate.

I. By a strange coincidence, John Tyndall coined the phrase 'a tube which could
be exhausted ofair'.

2. AJ. 86,32-5.
3. The Editors, in their prefaces, complain about the lack ofspace because of the

need to save weight yet find it possible to include innumerable pages devoted
to non-climbing subjects such as botany, geology and toponymy.

4. AJ. 19,239.
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